Navigating seamless and intuitive

QwickWay™ is your leading digital 3D Interactive Wayfinding

The most cost effective, versatile, rapid 3D wayfinding with outstanding details and simplicity.

- Simplistic in design and use
- Easily manageable in real time
- A part of the complete integrated package or a stand alone product.
- Applicable in endless isle in stores for retail.

The mapping and wayfinding system includes elevators, escalators, stairways, and walkways between buildings. Getting directions between floors is easy.

Contact us today to find out how QwickWay™ can benefit your organization
Features your guests expect

- 3D experience interface
- Build-in Wayfinding Algorithm
- Interactive keyboard for search
- Pop-up descriptions
- Analytics
- Interactive Navigation
- Rerouting for detour
- Directory interface
- ADA compliant
- Content management
- Multilingual

Contact us to learn more about QwickWay™ - your leading digital 3D Interactive Wayfinding
Here’s what you’ll love about QwickWay™ Wayfinding

See it in Action

Some additional usage ideas

Water Refill Station with 32” digital display

Outdoor Interactive Kiosk Solution
Here’s what you’ll love about QwickWay™ Wayfinding

QwickWay™ CLIENTS

Hilton

Walmart

Hyatt

BCIT

Anaheim Convention Center

Northwest Territories Health and Social Services Authority

Qwick Media Inc.

Telephone:
778.370.1715
1.855.370.1715

E-Mail:
info@qwickmedia.com

Address:
8331 Eastlake Drive, Building 2A,
Suite 104, Burnaby, B. C. V5A 4W2

www.qwickmedia.com